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Object Highlights

A close up of a heavily decorated sarcophagus

Coffin of Chief of scribes of the temple of Amun Re, Nespawershefyt, E.1.1822.c, Fitzwilliam Museum

A brown feathered hat on a stand with straps

Chief’s hat from Uzeba Town, Edo State, Nigeria, Z 12588, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology

Umdhela; i-Gqokwe. Ox hide shield carried by women at certain dances. 1933.461, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology
Gourd container covered in beadwork in panels of dark and light blue, white and red. Z 23516 A, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology

War knife with broad blade decorated with cut-out panels and incised ornament. E 1911.55.126, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology
f. 4v Coloured picture of St. George and the dragon, and f. 6r, from Service Book, Ethiopia, 18th Century, Classmark: Add. 3682, University Library

Title: Sir Apolo Kagwa (d. 1927), Principal Minister (1914-1926), formerly Regent of Buganda, Approx. 1900-1927, Classmark: CMS 29/7, Royal Commonwealth Society, University Library

Nymphaea Thermarum, wild-derived. Accession no: 20200906, Cambridge University Botanic Garden
Barbara Hepworth,
Fugue
M.61-1984, Fitzwilliam
Museum

Museum labels for ‘Akwe. Small spinning top made from a spherical seed or nut with a handle.’ Z 12183, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology